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Abstract

Unraveling Post-Conflict Economic Recovery: Identifying Key Drivers of

Above-Average Growth - A Cross-Country Analysis

Ammar Al-Hammadi

This paper examines the factors influencing economic recovery in post-conflict settings, with a pri-

mary emphasis on understanding the elements that contribute to heterogeneity in growth in post-

conflict countries and identifying the specific variables associated with achieving above-average

growth rates. Utilizing panel data encompassing economic, social, and political variables, as well

as conflict-related data from 41 countries between 1970 and 2018, the study finds that terms of

trade, foreign direct investment (FDI), capital formation, and education play a crucial role in

influencing economic growth. These variables have a statistically significant impact on achieving

above-average growth rates in the aftermath of conflicts. However, the paper finds that con-

straints on executives, serving as a proxy for institutions, turned out to be insignificant in relation

to post-conflict economic performance. Regarding the timing of recovery, the paper identifies an

initial 7-year post-conflict transition period marked by a notable catch-up effect. These findings

contribute valuable insights to the existing literature on post-conflict economic growth, enriching

our understanding of the dynamics of recovery in these challenging contexts and offering potential

implications for policies and interventions aimed at fostering sustainable progress and resilience.
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1 Introduction

It is an irrefutable fact that civil conflicts have devastating consequences on societies, resulting in

loss of life, forced displacement, and the destruction of critical infrastructures. The economic and

social costs of these conflicts are profound and long-lasting. Gates et al. (2012) conducted a study

on the impact of armed conflicts on the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals (MDGs),

revealing that conflicts significantly hinder the achievement of key developmental targets, such

as poverty reduction, education, health, and environmental sustainability. Affected countries face

challenges like widespread undernourishment, limited access to education, elevated poverty rates,

and inadequate healthcare. Le, Bui, and Uddin (2022) further explore the consequences of conflict

by examining its short- and long-term effects on development using global panel data from 109

countries between 1996 and 2019. Their findings demonstrate that conflict intensity significantly

and negatively affects long-term economic growth, life expectancy, and educational attainment.

Particularly, low-income countries bear more pronounced negative consequences.

Studies investigating the impact of civil wars on economic activities suggest that civil conflict

exerts a more substantial effect on private investment, approximately three to four times larger

than its impact on public investment (Imai and Weinstein 2000). Collier (1999) identifies sev-

eral channels through which civil conflicts affect the economy and hinder growth, including the

destruction of resources and infrastructure, disruption of economic activities, diversion of public

expenditure, dis-saving leading to reduced capital stock and accumulation, and portfolio substi-

tution where capital, both human and physical, moves out of the country. The adverse effects

stemming from civil wars underscore the far-reaching consequences they have on a nation’s eco-

nomic well-being, living standards, and the overall quality of life for its people. This highlights the

critical need for a comprehensive understanding of post-conflict dynamics and recovery strategies

to mitigate disruptions and foster sustainable economic growth.

Poverty and low standards of living emerge as prominent factors associated with internal civil

conflicts, as low income per capita and slow economic growth increase the likelihood of conflict

occurrence (Blattman and Miguel 2010, Collier and Dollar 2002). The latter half of the twentieth

century witnessed a steady rise in the number of countries experiencing internal conflicts, par-

ticularly in Sub-Saharan Africa, where nearly one-third faced ongoing conflicts in the mid-1990s
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(Fearon and Laitin 2003, Blattman and Miguel 2010). Addressing poverty and promoting eco-

nomic growth are crucial measures to mitigate conflict risk and promote stability. Consequently,

rapid recovery and development efforts become essential in reducing the risk of conflict relapse.

Strengthening state institutions and improving living standards can play a pivotal role in building

resilience and dissuading people from engaging in rebellions (Walter 2004).

Moreover, the aftermath of a conflict presents an opportunity for recovery and rebuilding,

where societies can harness the “peace dividend” to set the country on a path towards sustainable

economic progress and stability. While various policies, including foreign aid and institutions have

been proposed to augment growth and expedite recovery, the specific factors driving economic

growth in post-conflict settings remain subjects of ongoing debate. Therefore, the primary objec-

tive of this study is to conduct an in-depth investigation into the key determinants influencing

economic growth in post-conflict situations. By specifically exploring factors such as foreign aid,

terms of trade, foreign direct investment (FDI), capital formation, education, financial develop-

ment, capital formation, unemployment, constraints on executives, and natural resources rents,

we aim to gain a more precise understanding of the elements that contribute to variations in eco-

nomic performance after conflicts and the specific variables linked to achieving higher-than-average

growth rates.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the relevant

literature, Section 3 presents the data, Section 4 explains the empirical methodology used, Section

5 reports the main empirical results and provides a policy discussion in light of the findings, and

Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Literature review

In the wake of conflicts, post-conflict countries confront formidable challenges, as they must re-

build physical, human, and social capital amidst weakened state capacity, economic distortions,

widespread poverty, population displacement, and high unemployment rates. These conditions

heighten the risk of relapse into violence, complicating efforts to achieve lasting settlements. Nev-

ertheless, this post-conflict period also presents economic opportunities, characterized by the poten-

tial for high returns on investment in infrastructure, growth in commodity exports, and favorable

political contexts that may foster growth-enhancing reforms. Despite these prospects, post-conflict
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economic performance shows notable variations across countries, with some experiencing robust

growth while others facing stagnation or decline.

The literature on the determinants of conflict risk and post-conflict recovery provides valuable

insights into the complex dynamics of countries facing social upheaval. Collier and Hoeffler (2002)

contribute to this understanding by revealing a negative correlation between a country’s income

per capita, its growth rate, and the likelihood of falling into conflict. Moreover, they highlight

that increased dependence on primary commodity exports significantly raises the risk of conflict.

While aid and policy have no direct impact on conflict risk, they can indirectly reduce it by

promoting economic growth and higher income levels. Using fractional differentiation to analyze

shock recovery in developed and developing countries, Gil-Alana and Singh (2016) find developing

countries tend to experience faster recovery from shocks, reflecting their resilience in bouncing

back after crises. Furthermore, they uncover an intriguing relationship between the duration of

civil wars and post-conflict recovery, suggesting that longer conflicts are associated with faster

recoveries and less extensive integration.

The dynamics of post-conflict economic growth are complex and multifaceted, shaped by various

policies and macroeconomic considerations. As evident from the literature, specific factors play

a crucial role in determining the trajectory of countries’ recovery after conflicts. Staines (2004)

highlights a shift in the economic features of conflicts that emerged after the 1990s compared to

earlier conflicts. Post-1990 conflicts tend to be shorter in duration, associated with deeper economic

downturns, and result in slightly higher growth rates in the initial post-conflict years. He argues

that Macroeconomic policies have played a crucial role in recent conflicts by cushioning the decline

in output growth and facilitating initial recovery. Notably, inflation tends to decrease, and fiscal

balances improve through increased revenues to accommodate higher expenditures, potentially

supporting growth. David, Bastos, and Mills (2011) suggest that changes in the terms of trade

play a more influential role in driving economic growth following civil wars. An increase in the

terms of trade is associated with a substantial rise in the marginal probability of positive economic

performance, indicating its critical importance in the recovery process.

Collier (1995) identifies two main effects of civil war on income: a direct reduction caused by

resource diversion and military disruptions, and an indirect reduction resulting from the decline

in the capital stock. In the aftermath of short civil wars, economies tend to rebound quickly,
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leading to a significant “peace dividend.” However, in prolonged civil wars, the decline in the

capital stock persists, and private agents adjust their activities to minimize direct disruption

costs. Consequently, the immediate benefits of peace become smaller, and recovery relies heavily

on the reconstruction of the capital stock. Nevertheless, there exists potential for a delayed peace

dividend through the reversal of portfolio shifts and the restoration of social capital.

The role foreign aid plays in growth within the framework of post-conflict is controversial as

it could be challenging to determine the precise and definitive effect foreign aid has on growth

in post-conflict settings. Some argue that it is a necessary ingredient for economic growth and

stability; especially when a country’s resources are limited as a result of a conflict, while others

maintain that it could be more of a Band-Aid solution to complex problems, and potentially hinder

development. Staines (2004) observes that while donors typically reduce aid during conflicts,

they increase aid significantly in the post-conflict period, potentially contributing to alleviating

severe economic contractions. Additionally, Gates et al. (2012) argue that post-conflict countries

may experience a catch-up effect with accelerated economic growth, potentially attributable to

international assistance. On the other hand, David, Bastos, and Mills (2011) find limited evidence

of foreign aid significantly influencing economic growth in post-conflict contexts.

Using a dynamic optimization model, Demekas, McHugh, and Kosma (2002) challenge the

traditional analytical tools developed for analyzing and examining the impact of conventional aid

in development; arguing that these tools are inadequate within the post-conflict aid framework.

They suggest that when examining the impact of aid on different economic variables in post-

conflict settings, aid disbursements should be broken down into two categories: humanitarian and

reconstruction, since they have different effects on investment, welfare and economic development.

Reconstruction aid, for example, encourages long-term savings and growth, while humanitarian

aid improves welfare and addresses the short-term needs of the recipient country but it restrains

economic development. Their model predicts that the marginal productivity of reconstruction aid

reduces the long-run capital stock. While reconstruction aid tends to have an ambiguous effect on

labour supply, it was found to have a robust and significant effect on both savings and productivity

of capital.

There is limited analysis on measuring the effectiveness of aid in poverty reduction within the

framework of post-conflict. Collier and Hoeffler (2004) extend the analysis of “poverty-efficient”
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that Collier and Dollar (2002) established into the post-conflict context. Examining a comprehen-

sive data set of conflicts that occurred in 17 countries from the 1960s to 2000, they find that aid is

more than twice productive in post-conflict settings and significantly more effective in augmenting

growth compared to normal situations. Even though in the first three years of the post-conflict

period, the absorptive capacity of aid is half compared to the rest of the first decade, historical

data suggests that aid pours in during the early years after a conflict ends, and steadily decreases

afterwards while it should have been rising.

In a non-conflict context, Glaeser et al. (2004) examine the causal relationship between institu-

tions and economic growth. They emphasize the primary influence of human and social capital on

economic growth, with institutions playing a secondary role. The study highlights the significance

of focusing on concrete laws and rules rather than vague assessments of institutional outcomes.

Additionally, they challenge the conventional notion that constraints on government are essential

for property security and economic development. On the other hand, and expanding on the link

between institutions and growth performance in the aftermath of civil conflict, David, Bastos,

and Mills (2011) analyze data from 30 sub-Saharan African countries using panel data techniques.

The study identifies institutional quality as a key explanatory variable for differences in growth

performance across post-conflict episodes. Countries with limited executive discretion are more

likely to experience positive growth during the post-conflict period, underscoring the critical role

of effective governance and institutional stability in fostering economic recovery.

In line with this focus on institutions, Henisz (2000) establishes a clear connection between

a measure of political constraints and cross-country growth rates. The study highlights the im-

portance of credible commitment to private property rights for sustained economic growth. It

identifies two channels through which political institutions impact the economy: increased uncer-

tainty resulting from policy changes and the reallocation of resources towards political activities.

It has been argued that foreign direct investment (FDI) brings a range of advantages beyond

resource utilization, including the introduction of innovative processes, learning opportunities,

workforce training, and spillover effects. Alfaro et al. 2004 conducted a study using cross-country

data to explore the relationship between FDI, financial markets, and economic growth. Their find-

ings suggest that the impact of FDI alone on economic growth is uncertain. However, countries

with well-developed financial markets experience significant benefits from FDI. These results re-
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main robust even when considering different measures of financial market development, accounting

for other factors influencing economic growth, and addressing concerns related to endogeneity.

The link between natural resources and economic growth has been explored in the literature.

Excessive reliance on natural resources can have detrimental effects on long-term economic growth,

affecting saving, investment, consumption, and overall output per capita. Gylfason and Zoega

(2006) examine the link between natural resources and economic growth, particularly through the

pathways of saving and investment. Their empirical findings reveal that a higher proportion of nat-

ural capital in a nation’s wealth leads to lower accumulation of physical, human, and social capital.

Moreover, the study identifies a negative correlation between economic growth and natural resource

dependence while highlighting positive associations with education and investment. Furthermore,

Gylfason (2006) emphasizes the necessity of successful economic diversification to reduce reliance

on natural resources. He highlights the adverse effects of natural resource dependence, including

reduced trade openness, limited educational opportunities, weakened institutions, corruption, in-

equality, and political oppression. Moreover, the empirical evidence from the cross-country study

reveals a negative relationship between natural resource intensity and financial depth, indicating

that countries with high natural resource dependence tend to have underdeveloped monetary and

financial institutions.

As indicated above, the exploration of factors influencing economic growth performance in

post-conflict scenarios remains relatively limited in the existing literature. Specifically, little is

known about the factors responsible for the variation in post-conflict economic performance and

the specific variables associated with achieving above-average growth rates. In this study, we aim

to bridge this gap and contribute to the field by examining these crucial aspects using a dataset

spanning from 1970 to 2018. By extending the temporal scope, we seek to provide a comprehensive

and updated understanding of the dynamics at play during post-conflict economic recoveries and

shed light on the factors contributing to above-average growth in such settings.

3 Empirical Methodology

To analyze the factors contributing to heterogeneity in economic growth performance across coun-

tries in post-conflict settings, the paper employs a comprehensive empirical framework, method-

ology, and specifications. The first step involves examining the variables associated with average
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growth rates, followed by investigating the factors that explain supra-normal growth rates.

Average Growth Rates:

In order to evaluate economic growth performance, average GDP per capita growth rate is

a commonly used measure of economic growth performance. However, this measure could be

misleading in the context of post-conflict countries, as GDP is often volatile before, during and

immediately after these periods of turmoil, as depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2. These figures

illustrate significant fluctuations in GDP growth rates in the selected countries, which is a common

trend observed before conflicts, during their occurrence, and in the immediate aftermath. To

address this issue, a smoothed average approach is adopted in this study. Specifically, for any

given year in each country, the smoothed average is computed over a five-year period, including

the given year, two years prior, and two years following it. For instance, to calculate the average

GDP per capita growth rate for the year 2000, the growth rates of 2000, 1999, 1998, 2001, and 2002

are averaged together. This approach captures the underlying trends and smooths out short-term

fluctuations, enabling a more precise evaluation of economic growth over time.

The empirical specifications presented in this section can be summarized by equation (1).

Git = δi + βXit + ϵit, (1)

where:

• Git represents the dependent variable, the smoothed average of GDP growth rate, which

serves as an indicator of economic performance.

• Xit denotes a vector of growth explanatory variables.

• ϵit is a random error term.

• The subscript i refers to the country.

• The subscript t refers to time (measured in years).

The first model uses ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, as denoted by equation (1), to

estimate the impact of the growth explanatory variables on the smoothed average of GDP growth

rate. The coefficient δi captures the fixed effect of the panel unit, while the coefficient β captures
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the impact of the growth explanatory variables on the smoothed average of GDP growth rate.

The error term ϵit accounts for the random variation in the data that cannot be explained by the

model. The results of this regression is reported in Table 1.

It is crucial to recognize that certain variables used in the models may be correlated with the

error term, potentially introducing bias and inconsistency in the estimated coefficients. Specifically,

the terms of trade variable, the capital formation to GDP ratio, the foreign direct investment (FDI),

and the foreign aid are potential sources of endogeneity. To mitigate the potential bias arising from

endogeneity, the paper consider several specifications that include lagged values of the regressors

in the different models, following David, Bastos, and Mills (2011). By incorporating lagged values,

the paper effectively uses past information as a proxy for the true values of these variables in the

current period. This approach helps to mitigate the correlation between the regressors and the

error term, ultimately enhancing the accuracy of our coefficient estimates.

Timing Recovery:

Indeed, it’s important to acknowledge that our present analysis encompasses all post-conflict

years, a time-frame that naturally includes a wide array of conditions. It could be argued that this

might not precisely map the trajectory of recovery. However, it remains crucial to retain a clear

focus on the primary objective of this study: understanding the factors that underlie variations

in economic growth performance across post-conflict societies, especially over the long term. The

inclusion of all years following conflict cessation in the post-conflict period is crucial in this pursuit.

With this objective in mind, our aim is to delve into the intricate dynamics of post-conflict

recovery, delving into the transitional phase that bridges the gap between conflict and a state of

peace. Our intent is to assess whether the chosen variables effectively explain growth rates during

this transitional period. To explore this further, we take an additional step by investigating the

timing of recovery. In doing so, we introduce an arbitrarily defined transition period spanning

seven years, characterized by either the absence of conflicts or the absence of significant armed

activities. This allows us to examine the impact of these early years after conflicts end on economic

growth.

At the core of our analysis lies the integration of nine dummy variables into our existing OLS

regression model. This augmentation enriches our analytical framework, allowing us to explore the
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distinct phases an economy experiences during the intricate transition from conflict to recovery.

These nine dummy variables are constructed based on the time elapsed since the conclusion of

conflict or the identification of minor-intensity armed activities. The specifics of these dummies

are as follow: The ‘post-conflict year 1’ dummy captures whether the growth episode occurs within

the first year after the conflict’s end. Similarly, the ‘post-conflict year 2’ dummy encompasses the

second year following the conflict’s end, and so forth for subsequent years up to ‘post-conflict

year 7’. The ‘First 7 years post-conflict’ dummy collectively reflects growth episodes within the

initial seven years since the conflict’s end. On the other hand, the ‘8+ years post-conflict’ dummy

pertains to growth episodes occurring from the eighth year onward. Importantly, these variables

interconnect and influence one another’s values. To navigate this interdependence adeptly, we

individually incorporate these variables into our regression models, adhering to the methodology

laid out by Collier and Hoeffler (2004). The results of this regression analysis are meticulously laid

out in Table 2.

Supra-Normal Growth Rates:

To further investigate the factors associated with heterogeneity in economic growth performance

across countries in post-conflict context, the paper proceeds to estimate panel Logit models. The

models provide a statistical framework for analyzing discrete indicators of favorable economic

performance, specifically above-average growth. The model is conditioned on a comprehensive

set of explanatory variables, including: initial GDP per capita, logarithm of population, executive

constraints as a measure of institutions, education, unemployment, natural resource rents, financial

development, terms of trade, capital formation, FDI, and foreign aid. Table 4 provides detailed

information on the construction of these variables and their respective data sources.

The panel Logit regressions adopt the general form presented by Equation 2, following the

established methodology by Cox (1958).

Pr(Yit) =
eβXit+ϵit

1 + eβXit+ϵit
, (2)

where the subscript i represents the country, and t denotes the year. The equation captures

the probability of economic performance being above average, and the regressions aim to estimate

this probability by conditioning it on the selected explanatory variables denoted as X. In these

models, the dependent variable Yit indicates whether the real GDP per capita growth rate (git) in
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a specific post-conflict year exceeds the previously calculated smoothed average GDP per capita,

such that Yit = 1 if git > Git, and 0 otherwise. This approach captures the concept of growth

catch-up, commonly observed in post-conflict periods, referred to as the “peace dividend.” The

peace dividend signifies the positive economic outcomes that result from reduced conflict and

the restoration of peace and stability. It is well-documented in the literature that post-conflict

societies often experience accelerated economic growth, surpassing average or median growth rates

over an extended period. By employing the Logit models described in equation 2, the paper aims

to identify the factors driving growth rates that exceed typical expectations. This analysis sheds

light on the dynamics and potential benefits of post-conflict recovery.

The outcomes of these panel Logit models are presented in Table 3. The analysis, to be

discussed in a subsequent section, sheds light on the determinants contributing to the occurrence

of supra-normal growth rates in post-conflict years. The significance of the coefficient estimates for

the explanatory variables helps us understand the impact of factors such as institutional measures,

FDI, aid, financial development, and other variables on the likelihood of observing positive above-

average growth rates.

Alternative Approach:

To validate and enhance the findings obtained from the analysis presented in Table 3 and explore

alternative indicators of economic performance, the paper takes a step further by employing two

additional Logit models using equation (2), following David, Bastos, and Mills (2011). These

models offer an opportunity to explore alternative indicators of economic performance in the post-

conflict context. Departing from the previous approach of using the smoothed average GDP per

capita growth rate, the focus shifts towards capturing above-average and above-median growth

rates.

In the first model, the objective is to capture above-average growth during post-conflict periods

by considering the mean GDP per capita growth rate over the entire sample period for each country.

The panel Logit models in this case incorporate a dependent variable, denoted as Yit which indicates

whether the real per capita GDP growth rate in a specific year t surpasses the mean GDP per

capita growth rate from 1970 to 2018 for the respective country. If the real GDP growth rate git is

greater than the mean growth rate ḡi, the indicator Yit takes a value of 1, signifying above-average

growth; otherwise, it takes a value of 0. The estimation results for these models can be found in
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Table 6, providing insights into the determinants of above-average growth rates in the post-conflict

period.

In the second model, the focus shifts to capturing above-median growth during post-conflict

episodes. Here, the panel Logit models incorporate a dependent variable, denoted as Yit, which

indicates whether the real per capita GDP growth rate in a specific year t surpasses the median

GDP per capita growth rate from 1970 to 2018 for the respective country. If the growth rate git

exceeds the median growth rate gmed
i , the indicator Yit takes a value of 1, indicating above-median

growth; otherwise, it takes a value of 0. The estimation results for these models are presented in

Table 7, shedding light on the factors associated with above-median growth rates in the aftermath

of conflicts.

It’s noteworthy that the outcomes derived from the mean above-average and above-median

growth models largely coincide with the results attained through the smoothed average GDP per

capita growth rate technique, albeit with certain disparities. The application of the smoothed

average method indicates that education and capital formation lack significant effects. In con-

trast, employing the above-average and above-median growth rates highlights their significance as

explanatory factors for growth. This discrepancy could be attributed to the smoothed average

method’s ability to mitigate the impact of year-to-year fluctuations, thus offering a comprehen-

sive perspective on economic performance. This method accentuates factors that might influence

growth rates, potentially unveiling connections that might not be as evident in calculations based

on means and medians. Conversely, the utilization of mean and median GDP per capita growth

rates for the entire sample period offers a snapshot of overarching growth trends and their asso-

ciated variables. This convergence of results across different indicators reinforces the robustness

and consistency of the findings. By employing multiple indicators and approaches, the paper pro-

vides a comprehensive analysis of economic growth performance in post-conflict settings, offering

a nuanced understanding of the determinants and dynamics of economic recovery.

4 Data

For the empirical analysis, this paper relies on a rich dataset encompassing annual data from 1970

to 2018. This dataset comprises a wide range of economic, social, and political variables, along

with conflict-related data, making it a valuable resource for our investigation. The data is sourced
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from multiple reputable databases, and detailed information about the variables’ definitions and

sources can be found in Table 4. Additionally, a summary of statistics for the variables is presented

in Table 5. With access to this comprehensive dataset, our study aims to gain a deeper insight

into the factors influencing economic growth performance in post-conflict contexts and explore the

dynamics of recovery in these settings.

In this empirical exploration, the primary focus is to uncover the behavioral patterns of variables

in countries that have undergone post-conflict situations, with a particular emphasis on those

affected by internal (or civil) conflicts. To acquire relevant information on these conflicts, the

paper rely on the UCDP/PRIO armed conflict database (Version 22.1), an exhaustive compilation

crafted by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) at Uppsala University and the International

Peace Research Institute in Oslo (PRIO). The UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset offers a clear

classification of conflicts, defining them as “contested incompatibility that concerns government

and/or territory, where the use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one is

the government of a state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths.” Notably, this dataset

distinguishes between two levels of conflict intensity: minor armed conflicts with 25 to 999 battle-

related deaths in a given year, and wars with at least 1,000 battle-related deaths occurring in a

given year. It encompasses both interstate and intrastate conflicts, including civil wars and other

types, providing a comprehensive understanding of the conflict landscape.

To ensure the analysis remains focused on conflicts with significant repercussions for economic

performance, the paper restrict the sample to countries that have witnessed civil conflicts only

with more than 1,000 battle-related deaths per year. Consequently, the sample includes both

intrastate conflicts involving a government and one or more rebel groups, and internationalized

intrastate conflicts where foreign governments had troops fighting with either side. On the other

hand, conflicts with minor intensity, i.e., between 25 and 999 battle-related deaths in a given year,

as well as other types of conflicts in the dataset, are excluded from the analysis.

The accurate definition of the post-conflict period holds utmost significance in the empirical

analysis. As such, the paper define the “post-conflict period” as the time-frame commencing from

the year when significant armed activities or major battles, defined as less than 1,000 battle-related

deaths per year, come to a halt. This implies either the absence of conflicts or the presence of

only minor armed conflicts, as delineated by the UCDP/PRIO armed conflict database mentioned
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earlier. To precisely determine this period, the paper carefully assess the duration from the year

following the conclusion of armed conflict or when there is a notable reduction in battle intensity.

This approach enables us to pinpoint the span of stability that occur after the conclusion of a

conflict. By focusing on this specific time-frame, the objective is to gain valuable insights into the

timing of recovery and the capture of the peace dividend. Additionally, the paper seeks to examine

the transitional phase that economies undergo, shedding light on the dynamics of economic growth

performance during the period of relative peace and recovery following turbulent conflict years.

The panel consists exclusively of countries that have undergone civil conflicts, allowing for a

more focused analysis of the factors impacting economic growth after internal conflicts. Through a

carefully executed selection process, our dataset is composed of 41 countries, encompassing a total

of 1641 post-conflict episodes. However, to ensure the accuracy and reliability of our analysis, we

had to consider data availability and missing variables for certain countries, which ultimately led

to a reduced number of observations, resulting in 777 post-conflict episodes. To provide a visual

representation of the chosen countries and their respective conflicts duration, Figure 3 presents

a comprehensive summary, depicting the timeline for each country’s post-conflict period and the

duration they endured before attaining a state of relative peace and recovery.

By employing these specific criteria for the dataset, the analysis can concentrate on conflicts

that hold particular relevance in understanding the intricate dynamics of economic growth per-

formance in post-conflict contexts. This approach aims to shed light on the factors that play a

pivotal role in explaining economic recovery and what could lead to heterogeneity in economic

growth performance across countries after periods of turmoil and conflict. As a result, our panel

dataset aims to provide a comprehensive representation of the economic dynamics and challenges

faced by these countries during their transition to a state of relative peace and recovery.

5 Empirical Results and Discussion

In this section, the paper present a comprehensive overview of the empirical estimations and

provide a brief analysis to gain insights into two crucial aspects. Firstly, we seek to understand

the factors that can explain average growth in post-conflict countries. Secondly, we aim to identify

the key determinants that contribute to the disparities in growth performance across countries

after experiencing social conflicts, shedding light on what could explain above-average economic
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performance and the dynamics of recovery in such contexts. These results are obtained from the

estimations of two equations, employing a dynamic panel data approach. Specifically, we use

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) models to analyze the determinants of Average Growth Rates and

Logit models to explore the determinants of Supra-Normal Growth Rates. This comprehensive

approach allows to effectively capture the intricate interactions between variables, providing us

with a deeper and more profound understanding of the complex processes at play during post-

conflict recovery.

The results of the (OLS) regression in Table 1 provide valuable insights into the statistical re-

lationships between the selected variables and the 5-year smoothed average growth rate. However,

interpreting these findings in economic terms requires cautious consideration. To gain a deeper

understanding of their practical significance, we contextualize the results by comparing the signs

and magnitudes of the coefficients to existing economic literature and theories, taking broader

economic contexts into account.

Among the key findings, we observe a consistent and statistically significant negative relation-

ship between initial GDP and average growth rates across all specifications, with a 99% Confidence

Interval (CI). This implies that countries with lower initial GDP levels tend to experience faster

average growth rates compared to those with higher initial GDP. This negative relationship aligns

with economic growth theory, indicating that countries with lower initial GDP have a greater

potential for catching-up effects and benefit from higher marginal returns on capital (Mankiw,

Phelps, and Romer 1995). It is essential to note that while the results are statistically signifi-

cant, the economic magnitude of the relationship is relatively small. Nevertheless, these findings

reinforce the pivotal role of initial GDP in shaping economic growth trajectories in post-conflict

countries.

Furthermore, the results reveal a robust and statistically significant positive association between

education and economic growth. Specifically, an increase in schooling by 18% to 25% leads to, on

average, a 1% increase in growth across most specifications. This compelling finding underscores

the crucial role of education as a driving force behind higher average growth rates in post-conflict

scenarios. The implications of this relationship are profound, as it emphasizes the significance

of investing in human capital development as a strategic pathway towards achieving sustainable

economic recovery.
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Table 1: OLS Regression: Explanatory Variables of Average GDP growth in Post-Conflict Episodes
Dependent variable: GDP Average Growth rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Initial GDP −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.00005)

Log (Population) 0.049 0.247∗ 0.002 0.003 −0.012 0.048 0.058 −0.054 −0.045
(0.129) (0.127) (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) (0.129) (0.128) (0.129) (0.127)

Constraints on Executives −0.550 −0.755 −0.600 −0.582 −0.536 −0.571 −0.401 −0.074 −0.317
(0.534) (0.514) (0.455) (0.455) (0.456) (0.538) (0.535) (0.536) (0.528)

Education 0.022∗∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗ 0.013∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Unemployment 0.003 −0.004 −0.061∗∗∗ −0.066∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗ 0.003 0.005 −0.007 0.016
(0.027) (0.026) (0.023) (0.024) (0.024) (0.027) (0.027) (0.026) (0.026)

Natural Resources 0.029∗∗ 0.032∗∗ 0.019∗ 0.012 0.011 0.028∗∗ 0.030∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.020
(0.013) (0.012) (0.011) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Financial Development 5.367∗∗∗ 4.306∗∗∗ 3.229∗∗ 3.356∗∗ 3.419∗∗ 5.365∗∗∗ 5.160∗∗∗ 5.406∗∗∗ 4.823∗∗∗

(1.578) (1.537) (1.402) (1.405) (1.404) (1.579) (1.567) (1.551) (1.526)

FDI 0.069∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.019) (0.019) (0.020)

Foreign Aid −0.096∗∗∗ −0.093∗∗∗ −0.092∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

Terms of Trade −0.018 −0.023
(0.014) (0.014)

Capital Formation 2.261∗

(1.323)

FDI (t-1) 0.009 0.004 0.010 −0.010
(0.025) (0.025) (0.025) (0.025)

Foreign Aid (t-1) 0.044∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

Terms of Trade (t-1) 0.050∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.012)

Capital Formation (t-1) 7.529∗∗∗

(1.367)

Constant −0.553 −4.295∗ 2.016 3.887 4.257 −0.572 −1.015 −3.687 −3.962∗

(2.354) (2.330) (2.261) (2.681) (2.686) (2.356) (2.340) (2.403) (2.358)

Observations 777 765 736 736 736 777 777 777 777
Residual Std. Error 3.438 (df = 769) 3.294 (df = 756) 2.878 (df = 726) 2.877 (df = 725) 2.873 (df = 724) 3.439 (df = 768) 3.412 (df = 767) 3.376 (df = 766) 3.313 (df = 765)
F Statistic 5.725∗∗∗ (df = 7; 769)7.133∗∗∗ (df = 8; 756)12.574∗∗∗ (df = 9; 726)11.495∗∗∗ (df = 10; 725)10.744∗∗∗ (df = 11; 724)5.020∗∗∗ (df = 8; 768)6.044∗∗∗ (df = 9; 767)7.292∗∗∗ (df = 10; 766)9.641∗∗∗ (df = 11; 765)

Note: The table shows OLS regressions for the across-section of countries. Dependent variable: GDP Average, is calculated as a smoothed 5-years average
GDP growth rate. See Table 4 for definitions of the variables. Data on civil conflicts uses the UCDP/PRIO armed conflict database (Version 22.1). Sample
period: 1970–2018 .Robust Standard errors are in parenthesis. Significance levels: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Moreover, the data indicates a significant and negative correlation between unemployment and

average growth rates, particularly when considering the impact of foreign aid, terms of trade,

and capital formation variables. This suggests that lower unemployment rates are associated

with more favorable economic growth outcomes, specifically when accounting for these influential

factors. Understanding this negative relationship is critical, as unemployment can result in reduced

productivity and the underutilization of human capital. When individuals remain unemployed,

their skills and potential contributions to the economy remain untapped, hindering overall economic

performance.

The literature presents a mixed body of evidence concerning the role of natural resources in

economic growth. It is argued that in some cases, a negative relationship is observed, where

natural resources can fuel conflict and corruption or affect growth through lower accumulation

of physical, human, and social capital, impeding growth prospects (Gylfason and Zoega 2006).

Interestingly, our analysis of natural resource rents reveals a distinct perspective. We find a positive

and statistically significant association, especially when considering the impact of foreign direct

investments (FDI) and foreign aid. This positive relationship persists even when lagged variables

of FDI, foreign aid, and terms of trade are included. These results suggest that countries endowed

with higher natural resource rents tend to experience above-average growth rates, particularly in

light of foreign investments and aid over time. Contrary to the conventional negative view, our

findings suggest that judiciously managed natural resources can be leveraged to drive economic

growth during the post-conflict period.

The positive and statistically significant relationship observed between financial development

and average growth rates across all specifications highlights the crucial role of a well-developed

financial sector in driving economic recovery during the post-conflict period. Financial develop-

ment, encompassing progress in financial institutions and markets in terms of depth, access, and

efficiency, plays a crucial role in fostering economic growth. It’s not a secret that a well-developed

financial system enables more efficient capital allocation, which, in turn, leads to increased produc-

tivity and economic expansion. By facilitating access to credit and efficiently mobilizing savings, a

strong financial sector empowers businesses and individuals to invest in productive ventures, thus

contributing to overall economic growth.

While foreign direct investment (FDI) consistently emerges as a positive and statistically sig-
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nificant factor across all specifications, indicating its instrumental role in driving stronger average

growth rates during the post-conflict period, foreign aid presents a contrasting pattern. It displays

a negative and statistically significant relationship at a 99% CI in all specifications, suggesting that

higher levels of foreign aid are associated with lower average growth rates during the post-conflict

phase. This seemingly counter-intuitive finding could potentially be attributed to the complex

dynamics between foreign aid and the severity of conflicts. Countries ravaged by more intense con-

flicts, characterized by higher casualties and substantial capital destruction, might attract greater

foreign aid in the immediate aftermath as part of the international community’s response to the

crisis. This influx of aid, while crucial for immediate relief and recovery efforts, could lead to a

negative correlation with GDP growth due to the challenges of effective utilization and potential

distortions. However, a noteworthy finding arises when considering the lagged foreign aid variable,

revealing a positive and statistically significant relationship at a 99% CI in all specifications. This

suggests that past foreign aid positively influences average growth rates in subsequent years. These

findings highlight the nuanced nature of foreign aid’s impact on post-conflict economic recovery.

While the immediate effects of foreign aid could exhibit a negative relationship due to potential

endogeneity and allocation issues, the long-term benefits become more pronounced when account-

ing for the cumulative impact of foreign aid assistance over time.

The results regarding terms of trade are intriguing; the variable itself appears to be insignificant,

but when we consider the lagged terms of trade, a positive and statistically significant relationship

emerges at a 99% CI. This suggests that favorable terms of trade, particularly when sustained

over time, contribute to higher average growth rates during the post-conflict period. This finding

underscores the importance of trade dynamics in driving economic recovery in these contexts.

Moving on to capital formation, we observe a positive and statistically significant association

at a 90% CI. Moreover, when examining the impact of lagged capital formation, we find a stronger

relationship with a coefficient nearly three times higher, and also statistically significant at a 99%

CI. These results indicate that both current and past levels of capital formation significantly impact

average growth rates during the post-conflict phase, emphasizing the critical role of investment in

physical capital for post-conflict economic recovery.
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Table 2: OLS Regression: Timing Recovery
Dependent variable: GDP Average Growth rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Initial GDP −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0002∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗

(0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005) (0.00005)

Log (Population) −0.013 −0.016 −0.020 −0.021 −0.014 −0.009 −0.013 −0.054 −0.013
(0.122) (0.122) (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) (0.123)

Constraints on Executives −0.536 −0.527 −0.513 −0.514 −0.508 −0.539 −0.534 −0.442 −0.538
(0.456) (0.456) (0.455) (0.455) (0.455) (0.456) (0.456) (0.453) (0.457)

Education 0.018∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Unemployment −0.067∗∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗ −0.074∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.023) (0.025)

Natural Resources 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.011
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012) (0.013)

Financial Development 3.424∗∗ 3.440∗∗ 3.363∗∗ 3.385∗∗ 3.304∗∗ 3.376∗∗ 3.410∗∗ 3.419∗∗ 3.438∗∗

(1.408) (1.405) (1.402) (1.401) (1.404) (1.404) (1.405) (1.394) (1.436)

FDI 0.058∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.019) (0.020)

Foreign Aid −0.092∗∗∗ −0.092∗∗∗ −0.095∗∗∗ −0.095∗∗∗ −0.095∗∗∗ −0.092∗∗∗ −0.092∗∗∗ −0.103∗∗∗ −0.092∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

Terms of Trade −0.023 −0.023 −0.024∗ −0.025∗ −0.023 −0.024∗ −0.024∗ −0.028∗∗ −0.023
(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

Capital Formation 2.262∗ 2.288∗ 2.407∗ 2.395∗ 2.341∗ 2.323∗ 2.288∗ 2.784∗∗ 2.275∗

(1.324) (1.325) (1.323) (1.321) (1.322) (1.324) (1.324) (1.322) (1.341)

Post-conflict year 1 0.028
(0.491)

Post-conflict year 2 0.241
(0.526)

Post-conflict year 3 1.085∗

(0.592)

Post-conflict year 4 1.254∗∗

(0.601)

Post-conflict year 5 1.068∗

(0.629)

Post-conflict year 6 0.679
(0.599)

Post-conflict year 7 0.375
(0.611)

First 7 years post-conflict 0.868∗∗∗

(0.255)

8+ years post-conflict −0.015
(0.235)

Constant 4.260 4.320 4.407 4.537∗ 4.335 4.284 4.322 5.141∗ 4.281
(2.688) (2.691) (2.683) (2.683) (2.683) (2.685) (2.689) (2.679) (2.713)

Observations 736 736 736 736 736 736 736 736 736
Residual Std. Error (df = 723) 2.875 2.875 2.868 2.866 2.869 2.872 2.874 2.852 2.875
F Statistic (df = 12; 723) 9.835∗∗∗ 9.855∗∗∗ 10.161∗∗∗ 10.257∗∗∗ 10.114∗∗∗ 9.959∗∗∗ 9.871∗∗∗ 10.955∗∗∗ 9.835∗∗∗

Note: The table shows OLS regressions for the across-section of countries. Dependent variable: GDP Average, is calculated as a smoothed 5-years average
GDP growth rate. Post-conflict year 1-7, First 7 years post-conflict and 8+ years post-conflict are time dummies. Data on civil conflicts uses the UCDP/PRIO
armed conflict database (Version 22.1). Sample period: 1970–2018 .Robust Standard errors are in parenthesis. Significance levels: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05;
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Finally, the variable “Constraints on Executives,” serving as a proxy for institutions, displayed

a negative but insignificant relationship in all specifications. This suggests that the level of in-

stitutional constraints on executive power does not have a significant impact on average growth

rates during the post-conflict period in the countries analyzed. In other words, while institutions

play a vital role in shaping a country’s economic development, the specific measure used in this

analysis, “Constraints on Executives,” did not demonstrate a statistically significant relationship

with average growth rates in the aftermath of conflicts. It is essential to note that the insignificance

of this variable in the regressions may not necessarily imply the absence of institutional influence

on post-conflict economic performance. Other institutional factors not included in the analysis or

interactions between variables might have a more pronounced effect on average growth rates.

Examining the timing of post-conflict recovery and the subsequent transition period holds key

insights into the process of rebuilding economies. This investigation enables us to discern how

the variables under examination contribute to growth rates during these pivotal transition years,

providing a deeper understanding of the mechanisms that influence economic recovery following a

conflict. To further investigate this matter, we replicate column (5) from Table 1 and introduce

nine dummy variables to analyze the time-profile of the recovery period. The outcomes of this

regression analysis are presented in Table 2. It’s important to approach the interpretation of results

with a particular consideration as the coefficient of a given dummy in a specific year captures not

only the effect of that particular dummy but also the influence of the preceding years for which

the coefficients are likely to be non-zero, as emphasized by Collier and Hoeffler (2004).

The time dummies corresponding to post-conflict years 1 and 2 yield coefficients that lack

statistical significance. In contrast, year 3 and year 5 exhibit significance at the ten percent level,

while year 4’s significance is at the five percent level. In the third year post-conflict, the economy

experiences, on average, a growth rate of 1.08%, which rises to 1.25% in the fourth year before

slightly declining to 1.07% in the fifth year. Year 6 and year 7, however, yield insignificant results.

To further examine this trend, we opt for two dummy variables instead of the year-specific dummies.

The first dummy captures growth episodes within the initial 7 years post-conflict, while the second

focuses on the period after the eighth year. Notably, the ’First 7 years post-conflict’ dummy

emerges as remarkably statistically significant at the one percent level. Its coefficient implies that,

on average, the economy grows by 0.87% during this initial 7-year post-conflict phase. Worth

noting is that, in the model featuring the ’First 7 years’ dummy, the variable ”Capital Formation”
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attains statistical significance at the five percent level, underscoring its pivotal role in post-conflict

economic recovery and reconstruction.

This recovery pattern isn’t inherently unexpected. In the initial aftermath of conflict, numerous

uncertainties are likely to prevail, and fundamental governmental functions may still need re-

establishment. If peace endures, a catch-up phase follows, yet this momentum gradually subsides,

causing the economy to return to its long-term growth trajectory. This sequence of recovery

dynamics is anticipated due to the complex factors influencing post-conflict economic restoration.

Table 3 presents the results of the Logit models, offering valuable insights into the disparities

in growth performance across countries after experiencing internal conflicts. These models shed

light on the factors that could explain above-average economic performance and the dynamics of

recovery in such contexts. By exploring the determinants of above-average growth rates, the Logit

models contribute to a deeper understanding of the factors that lead to more robust economic

recoveries in post-conflict countries.

The results of the models suggest that natural resources rents and terms of trade have a

statistically significant impact on above-average post-conflict growth in almost all specifications,

including models with contemporaneous and lagged variables. Additionally, foreign aid exhibits a

statistically significant and negative effect in two specifications, at the ten percent and five percent

levels. Furthermore, financial development shows a statistically significant effect at the five percent

level in the specification where FDI is included and when some lagged variables are included as

well.

These findings suggest that countries with abundant natural resources and favorable terms of

trade are more likely to experience above-average growth after a conflict. This is likely because

these countries have access to resources that can be utilized to finance reconstruction and produc-

tive investments. On the other hand, financial development emerges as a key factor in promoting

robust economic growth in post-conflict countries. This is likely because financial development

facilitates the mobilization of domestic savings and their allocation into productive investments,

contributing to long-term economic growth and stability as explained earlier.
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Table 3: Logit Regression: Determinants of Above-Average GDP Growth in Post-Conflict Episodes
Dependent variable:Above Average GDP Growth

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Initial GDP 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001

(0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001)

Log (Population) −0.031∗ −0.029 −0.035∗ −0.035∗ −0.034 −0.031∗ −0.032∗ −0.038∗∗ −0.038∗∗

(0.019) (0.019) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019)

Constraints on Executives −0.063 −0.074 −0.062 −0.071 −0.075 −0.069 −0.080 −0.063 −0.067
(0.077) (0.078) (0.078) (0.078) (0.078) (0.078) (0.078) (0.079) (0.079)

Education 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.002∗ 0.002∗ 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Unemployment −0.002 −0.002 −0.001 0.001 0.001 −0.002 −0.002 −0.002 −0.002
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Natural Resources 0.003∗ 0.003∗ 0.004∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.003∗ 0.003 0.003∗ 0.003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Financial Development 0.375 0.383∗ 0.313 0.254 0.248 0.374 0.387∗ 0.399∗ 0.392∗

(0.228) (0.232) (0.242) (0.240) (0.240) (0.228) (0.228) (0.228) (0.229)

FDI 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Foreign Aid −0.003 −0.005∗ −0.005∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Terms of Trade 0.008∗∗∗ 0.009∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Capital Formation −0.204
(0.226)

FDI (t-1) 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Foreign Aid (t-1) −0.003 −0.003 −0.003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Terms of Trade (t-1) 0.003 0.002
(0.002) (0.002)

Capital Formation (t-1) 0.101
(0.205)

Constant 0.789∗∗ 0.752∗∗ 0.870∗∗ 0.004 −0.029 0.784∗∗ 0.812∗∗ 0.676∗ 0.673∗

(0.340) (0.351) (0.389) (0.458) (0.460) (0.340) (0.340) (0.353) (0.353)

Observations 777 765 736 736 736 777 777 777 777
Residual Std. Error 0.497 (df = 769) 0.496 (df = 756) 0.496 (df = 726) 0.492 (df = 725) 0.492 (df = 724) 0.497 (df = 768) 0.496 (df = 767) 0.496 (df = 766) 0.496 (df = 765)
F Statistic 2.509∗∗ (df = 7; 769)2.420∗∗ (df = 8; 756)2.386∗∗ (df = 9; 726)3.415∗∗∗ (df = 10; 725)3.178∗∗∗ (df = 11; 724)2.257∗∗ (df = 8; 768)2.286∗∗ (df = 9; 767)2.266∗∗ (df = 10; 766)2.080∗∗ (df = 11; 765)

Note:The table reports Logit regressions for the across-section of countries. Dependent variable: Above Average GDP Growth, takes the value of one if real
GDP growth rate at a given year exceeds the 5-year smoothed average GDP growth rate, and it takes zero otherwise. See Table 4 for definitions of the
variables. Data on civil conflicts uses the UCDP/PRIO armed conflict database (Version 22.1). Sample period: 1970–2018 .Robust Standard errors are in
parenthesis. Significance levels: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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The analysis explored alternative approaches to calculating the dependent variable and the

results are presented in Table 6 and Table 7 in the appendix. Two alternative indicators of

economic performance were considered: the average growth rate over the entire sample period for

each country (instead of the 5-year average) in the first alternative, and the median growth rate

over the entire sample period for each country in the second alternative. These approaches aimed

to validate the robustness of the previous findings and serve as sensitivity tests.

The findings from Table 6 align with those from Table 3 to some extent. Terms of trade

continues to exhibit a statistically significant impact on above-average post-conflict growth at the

five percent level, and lagged terms of trade remains significant at the ten percent level. Similarly,

foreign aid shows a statistically significant and negative effect at the ten percent and five percent

levels. However, differences emerge when compared to Table 3. FDI, which did not show statistical

significance in all specifications before, now exhibits a statistically significant impact on above-

average post-conflict growth at the ten percent level in three specifications in Table 6 and at the

five level in Table 7.

In this alternative analysis, the role of capital formation also stands out. Lagged Capital

Formation shows a statistically significant impact at the 99% CI with a relatively high magni-

tude in both analysis, indicating its significance in driving above-average growth rates during the

post-conflict period. Additionally, the relationship between initial GDP and post-conflict growth

remains consistently negative and significant across all specifications, albeit with varying levels of

confidence. Education also appears as a significant factor, with a statistically significant impact at

the one percent level in all specifications in both analysis, reaffirming its critical role in fostering

economic recovery and growth in conflict-affected countries.

These findings suggest that the determinants of above-average post-conflict growth are complex

and can vary depending on the specific indicator of performance used. However, the results of

Tables 2, 5, and 6 consistently point to certain factors, such as terms of trade, FDI, lagged

capital formation, and education, being associated with above-average growth in post-conflict

settings. This consistency reinforces the importance of these factors in driving economic recovery

and development in the aftermath of civil conflicts.
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6 Conclusion

Civil conflicts have devastating consequences on societies, inflicting loss of life, displacements, and

infrastructural destruction, leading to significant economic and social costs. The existing litera-

ture strongly supports the notion that conflicts impede the achievement of developmental goals,

resulting in challenges such as undernourishment, limited access to education, elevated poverty

rates, and inadequate healthcare, especially in low-income nations. In light of these implications,

fostering economic growth becomes paramount to mitigating conflict risks and promoting stability.

This paper undertakes a rigorous investigation of the determinants of economic growth perfor-

mance in post-conflict contexts, with a particular focus on understanding the factors contributing

to variations in economic recovery and identifying specific variables linked to achieving above-

average growth rates. Through the utilization of panel data spanning 41 countries from 1970 to

2018, our empirical study uncovers several key determinants associated with above-average growth

rates in the aftermath of civil conflicts. Notably, terms of trade, foreign direct investment (FDI),

capital formation, and education consistently emerge as critical drivers of economic recovery and

development in post-conflict settings. However, we find that constraints on executives, serving as

a proxy for institutions, turned out to be insignificant. These findings demonstrate the robustness

of our analysis, as alternative models also reinforce the significance of these factors in capturing

post-conflict economic performance.

Based on the findings of this study, specific policy recommendations can be formulated to foster

sustainable economic growth and recovery in post-conflict nations. Policymakers should recognize

the potential for commodity export booms in post-conflict environments and leverage favorable

terms of trade. To capitalize on positive movements in the terms of trade, countries should

implement structural reforms that promote export diversification and increase competitiveness in

the international market. By enhancing productive structures and resource utilization, countries

can better seize opportunities presented by favorable terms of trade.

Additionally, attracting and retaining foreign direct investment (FDI) should be a priority,

and investment agencies can be established to offer fiscal and financial incentives. Creating an

attractive investment climate through improved regulatory environments and reduced business

costs will encourage FDI inflows. Policymakers must also emphasize the broader benefits of FDI,
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including knowledge transfer, labor force training, and spillover effects, contributing to growth and

development.

While constraints on executives were found to be insignificant in our study, institutions remain

crucial for post-conflict economic recovery. Post-conflict environments offer a unique opportunity

for rapid institutional change, and policymakers should capitalize on this moment to strengthen

institutional quality. Addressing capacity constraints and fostering improvements in institutional

frameworks will expedite progress towards sustainable growth and development. Policymakers

should prioritize efforts to enhance governance structures, establish the rule of law, and promote

transparency and accountability. A stable and predictable institutional framework will provide the

necessary stability for sustainable economic development in the long term.

In summary, the findings offer valuable and actionable insights for policymakers in post-conflict

nations. It is essential to consider the context-specific factors that can significantly impact eco-

nomic growth in these settings. By implementing targeted policies to leverage favorable terms

of trade, attract foreign direct investment, and foster rapid institutional improvements, countries

can significantly enhance their prospects for sustainable progress and resilience in the aftermath of

civil conflicts. These recommendations complement existing literature, providing nuanced policy

directions that aim to promote inclusive and resilient growth in these challenging contexts.

While this study provides insights into post-conflict economic growth dynamics, it is essential

to acknowledge certain limitations. Future research could explore how institutional factors interact

with the identified determinants to strengthen the recovery process using different dataset and/or

techniques. Additionally, conducting qualitative studies on individual post-conflict countries could

offer context-specific policy recommendations for sustainable development. Addressing these limi-

tations and conducting further research will contribute to more effective policies and interventions

promoting lasting peace and prosperity in post-conflict nations.
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Table 4: Variable Definitions

Variable Description/Notes Source

Growth Rate Real GDP per capita growth rate ex-
pressed in PPP terms.

Maddison Project Database
2020

Education School enrollment, primary gross en-
rollment ratio as a percentage.

World Development Indica-
tors

Unemployment Unemployment, total (% of total labor
force).

International Labour Orga-
nization

Log (Population) Natural logarithm of the population. World Bank

Constraints on Executives Judicial constraints on the executive in-
dex.

Worldwide Governance In-
dicators

Natural Resources Rents Total natural resources rents as a per-
centage of GDP.

World Bank

Financial Development An index summarizing the develop-
ment of financial institutions and finan-
cial markets in terms of their depth, ac-
cess, and efficiency.

International Monetary
Fund

FDI Foreign direct investment, net inflows
as a percentage of GDP.

World Development Indica-
tors

Foreign Aid Net Official Development Assistance
(ODA) received as a percentage of
Gross National Income (GNI).

World Development Indica-
tors

Terms of Trade Commodity terms-of-trade index: Indi-
vidual Commodities Weighted by Ratio
of Net Exports to GDP.

International Monetary
Fund

Capital Formation Share of gross capital formation at cur-
rent PPPs.

World Development Indica-
tors

Table 5: Summary Statistics

Variable Min Max Std.Dev Mean Observations
Log (Population) 14.06 20.98 1.26 16.88 1573
Constraints on Executives 0.02 0.89 0.25 0.38 1544
Education 15.03 149.96 24.25 96.28 1251
Unemployment 0.14 24.22 5.53 7.54 1045
Natural Resources 0.00 67.44 12.58 11.17 1445
Financial Development 0.00 0.64 0.12 0.16 1233
FDI -10.72 103.34 6.36 2.61 1416
Foreign Aid -0.27 94.95 9.78 6.13 1324
Terms of Trade 36.90 119.87 13.21 96.43 1544
Capital Formation -0.10 0.84 0.10 0.17 1514
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Table 6: Logistic Regression: Determinants of Above-Average GDP Growth in Post-Conflict Episodes
Dependent variable:Above-Average Growth

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Initial GDP −0.00002∗∗ −0.00001∗∗ −0.00001∗ −0.00001∗ −0.00001∗ −0.00002∗∗ −0.00002∗∗ −0.00002∗∗ −0.00002∗∗

(0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001)

Log (Population) −0.011 −0.00003 −0.006 −0.007 −0.007 −0.011 −0.011 −0.018 −0.018
(0.018) (0.018) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018)

Constraints on Executives −0.005 −0.022 −0.026 −0.031 −0.029 −0.004 −0.013 0.008 −0.011
(0.073) (0.073) (0.074) (0.074) (0.074) (0.074) (0.074) (0.075) (0.075)

Education 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Unemployment 0.002 0.001 −0.0002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.003
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Natural Resources 0.001 0.001 −0.00003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 −0.0003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Financial Development 0.092 0.046 −0.101 −0.135 −0.133 0.092 0.103 0.119 0.074
(0.217) (0.220) (0.228) (0.228) (0.228) (0.217) (0.217) (0.216) (0.216)

FDI 0.006∗ 0.005∗ 0.005∗ 0.005
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Foreign Aid −0.004∗ −0.005∗∗ −0.005∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Terms of Trade 0.005∗∗ 0.005∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Capital Formation 0.076
(0.215)

FDI (t-1) −0.001 −0.0002 0.0001 −0.001
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004)

Foreign Aid (t-1) −0.002 −0.002 −0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Terms of Trade (t-1) 0.003∗ 0.003∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Capital Formation (t-1) 0.579∗∗∗

(0.193)

Constant 0.340 0.136 0.356 −0.152 −0.140 0.341 0.364 0.194 0.173
(0.323) (0.333) (0.367) (0.434) (0.436) (0.323) (0.324) (0.335) (0.334)

Observations 777 765 736 736 736 777 777 777 777
Residual Std. Error 0.472 (df = 769) 0.470 (df = 756) 0.467 (df = 726) 0.466 (df = 725) 0.466 (df = 724) 0.472 (df = 768) 0.472 (df = 767) 0.471 (df = 766) 0.469 (df = 765)
F Statistic 4.708∗∗∗ (df = 7; 769)4.688∗∗∗ (df = 8; 756)4.286∗∗∗ (df = 9; 726)4.350∗∗∗ (df = 10; 725)3.961∗∗∗ (df = 11; 724)4.117∗∗∗ (df = 8; 768)3.882∗∗∗ (df = 9; 767)3.866∗∗∗ (df = 10; 766)4.368∗∗∗ (df = 11; 765)

Note:The table reports Logit regressions for the across-section of countries. Dependent variable: Above Average Growth, takes the value of one if real GDP
growth rate at a given year exceeds the mean GDP per capita growth rate over the entire sample period for each country, and it takes zero otherwise. See
Table 4 for definitions of the variables. Data on civil conflicts uses the UCDP/PRIO armed conflict database (Version 22.1). Sample period: 1970–2018
.Robust Standard errors are in parenthesis. Significance levels: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table 7: Logistic Regression: Determinants of Above-Median GDP Growth in Post-Conflict Episodes
Dependent variable:Above-Median Growth

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Initial GDP −0.00001 −0.00001 −0.00001 −0.00001 −0.00001 −0.00001 −0.00001 −0.00001 −0.00001
(0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001)

Log (Population) −0.012 0.001 −0.008 −0.009 −0.010 −0.013 −0.013 −0.021 −0.020
(0.018) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.018) (0.018) (0.019) (0.018)

Constraints on Executives −0.013 −0.031 −0.030 −0.036 −0.033 −0.019 −0.022 0.002 −0.019
(0.075) (0.075) (0.076) (0.076) (0.076) (0.076) (0.076) (0.077) (0.077)

Education 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Unemployment −0.003 −0.003 −0.005 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003 −0.003 −0.004 −0.002
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Natural Resources 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004∗ 0.003∗ 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.0002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Financial Development 0.014 −0.034 −0.129 −0.171 −0.168 0.013 0.016 0.034 −0.018
(0.223) (0.225) (0.234) (0.234) (0.234) (0.223) (0.223) (0.223) (0.222)

FDI 0.007∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.006∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Foreign Aid −0.005∗ −0.006∗∗ −0.006∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Terms of Trade 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Capital Formation 0.132
(0.221)

FDI (t-1) 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Foreign Aid (t-1) −0.001 −0.0005 −0.0001
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Terms of Trade (t-1) 0.004∗∗ 0.003∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Capital Formation (t-1) 0.667∗∗∗

(0.199)

Constant 0.330 0.081 0.331 −0.293 −0.271 0.324 0.331 0.136 0.112
(0.332) (0.342) (0.378) (0.446) (0.448) (0.332) (0.333) (0.345) (0.343)

Observations 777 765 736 736 736 777 777 777 777
R2 0.037 0.047 0.053 0.062 0.062 0.038 0.038 0.044 0.058
Adjusted R2 0.029 0.037 0.041 0.049 0.048 0.028 0.027 0.031 0.044
Residual Std. Error 0.485 (df = 769) 0.483 (df = 756) 0.481 (df = 726) 0.479 (df = 725) 0.479 (df = 724) 0.485 (df = 768) 0.486 (df = 767) 0.484 (df = 766) 0.481 (df = 765)
F Statistic 4.256∗∗∗ (df = 7; 769)4.697∗∗∗ (df = 8; 756)4.493∗∗∗ (df = 9; 726)4.752∗∗∗ (df = 10; 725)4.349∗∗∗ (df = 11; 724)3.799∗∗∗ (df = 8; 768)3.389∗∗∗ (df = 9; 767)3.510∗∗∗ (df = 10; 766)4.261∗∗∗ (df = 11; 765)

Note:The table reports Logit regressions for the across-section of countries. Dependent variable: Above Median Growth, takes the value of one if real GDP
growth rate at a given year exceeds the median GDP per capita growth rate over the entire sample period for each country, and it takes zero otherwise. See
Table 4 for definitions of the variables. Data on civil conflicts uses the UCDP/PRIO armed conflict database (Version 22.1). Sample period: 1970–2018
.Robust Standard errors are in parenthesis. Significance levels: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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